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Website  

The number of users, sessions, and page views increased this quarter as did the average session duration, number of 
sessions per user, and pages viewed per session.  Consistent with the previous quarter, nearly half of visitors 
accessed the site on a mobile device.  Most patrons continue to find materials via organic search, indicating digital 
collections remain easily accessible to search engines.  Notably, the Edwin Tangen photograph collection saw a 
substantial increase in use (page views jumped 197%).  This increase was likely the result of an article published 
online by the Boulder Reporting Lab which included direct links.  The article may also explain higher bounce rates.       
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Social Media  

Social Media continues to be an important component of outreach.  Posts on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter allow staff to share materials and 
interact with the community.  In Q2, two of the top ten Facebook posts (in terms of engagement rate) featured local history content.  Three 
Carnegie posts ranked in the top twenty on Twitter and one in the top twenty on Instagram.  In an effort to generate greater interest and engagement 
across all social media platforms, staff will post more recent content (from the 1960s forward).     

 

 

 

 

 



Videos produced by Carnegie remain popular on YouTube.  Six of the top twenty videos this quarter feature the Maria Rogers Oral History 
Program (MROHP).  



  



Digital Public Library of America (DPLA) 

This quarter, 170 sessions were recorded with 94 users and 294 click throughs to Carnegie’s site.  These 
numbers represent a substantial increase from Q1.  Sessions increased 336%, users jumped 292%, item 
views expanded by 680%, and click throughs increased 1236%.  These increases may be attributed to the 
resolution of issues relating to the mapping of metadata.  In Q2, visitors spanned eleven states, as well as 
Italy and Australia.  Popular materials continue to include several interviews from the Maria Rogers Oral 
History Program.  
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